
 
 

 

26th Jan 2020  

Year 2019-20 

 

From Chairman’s Desk 

Very happy to  know that in-house  publication of annual magazine  of our school MVEM is being 

published on Republic day  . This time a feather is added to activity as  whole process has been 

managed by students team. This innovative concept will inculcate  habit  of  teamwork in students 

which in their  future professional  career  will benefit immensely. Education is  not only learning 

the academics and passing the exams with good Marks. To be successful  in life apart  from 

education many soft skills are to be learnt.  At school  level we are trying to give introduction  of 

all necessary  aspects to all . This may help  students to know their inherent strengths to choose the 

career path and outshine  in their chosen careers. Few may be  writers, poets, cartoonists, artists 

,editors. Techno  savvy  skills are  helpful in one and all fields. So, our major  thrust is to give hands 

on experience  in IT related skills also. This time this magazine is in the form of e magazine,  which 

will be available  on our website, Facebook and other social media platforms.  This helps to save 

environment.  Similarly, in annual social gathering , which is another big even in schooling era, 

gives best  platform to our students to showcase their talents in performing arts like singing, acting, 

dramatics, dance and music.  This year's gathering  was well appreciated event by all. Lots off 

efforts were put by students, teachers and parents. Whole team was lead very efficiently by 

principal  Ashwini  Mujumdar ma'am.  I wish all the success to our sports teams also who made us 

proud in different sports competitions.  I take this opportunity to wish all the students for 

their  forthcoming annual  exams. 

Mr. Balaprasad Bajaj 

Chairman MVEM 

 
Editorial Team 

Nishita Rajput (IX Tulip)   Ketaki Shinde(IX Tulip)   Richa Gupta(VII Lotus)   Yash Kangude(VII Lotus)  

Ishika Yalgude(V Lotus)  Sajiri Pachpute(VI Lotus) 

Deepali Tarade   Shruti Dixit   Ankita Bajaj 

Nimisha Attal (English HOD)   Rasika Raut (Hindi HOD)   Pradnya Joshi (Marathi HOD)  
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M V E M i a n saaa             

Riddles for kids 

1. Why is U the merriest letter? 

2. What kind of tables do we cook and eat? 

3. What gets harder to catch the faster you run? 

4. Where does Thursday come before Wednesday? 

5. What are the warmest months of year? 

6. Which is the strongest day of week? 

7. What has a neck but no head? 

8. What is always in front of you, but can’t be seen? 

9. What is full of holes but still holds water? 

10. What kind of pin as a sharpest needle? 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Vegetables 
 

 In a dictionary 
 

 

Sunday 

 

A bottle  
 

 

A porcupine   
 

 

 

The future 
 

 

 

A sponge 
 

 

 

Your breath 
 

 

 

Because it is always in the middle of fun    

 

September, November and December 
because they all have embers in them 
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M V E M i a n s aa 

Life  lessons are important. 

Life is a journey, so until we die it goes on. It is a continuous learning experience. 
Throughout our lives we keep rising and falling picking up important lessons along the 
way. Some lessons come from experience and there are others that we learn watching 
others or reading in books. No matter how much we learn from books there is a lot of 
difference in practical experience. There are many life lessons that we simply cannot learn 
until we face certain situations in our life. Some lessons to be remembered. Here below 
are some lessons which people faces in their lives in young ages. 

Walk your own path  

In world people like to judge other people. This is a perhaps pressure which can make 
you away from the path you started to care for your future. Don’t mind other people’s 
thing don’t ever let someone else goals and dreams influence your vision life. It’s your 
path and you decide where it takes you and how long it takes you to see it through. 

Experience what you have learnt. 

No matter how much we think we know about something it’s only after we have put that 
knowledge into use that we get confirmation of the actual level of understanding that we 
pose. Sure, we would read about paintings learn all the techniques and brush types 
colours palettes etc but only when we get in front of canvas and start painting, we put 
our knowledge to the test. 

Good things don’t come easy. 

If you want to have a good life with a successful career in motion satisfaction and 
trustworthy friends, we have to work hard. 

All is on us what we have to do and what not the contribution of our efforts is every day 
and the ability to learn from our mistakes. None can fight our battles with the same thing 
and devotions as we would. 

Make every moment count. Life goes faster than we think. When you are in your 20s you 
think you will stay there forever but before you know it you are in your 30s and it’s too 
late for the things you wanted to do as a young person. Live your life is short we never 
know what tomorrow brings. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Neha Suresh Parmar -  Std X Lotus                                                                                                                                                                                              

 MY EXPERIENCE AT SKOOL SANSAD 

This is an article on my experience of going for Skool Sansad. The first and great change which 
I saw in myself after going to the sessions is change in my vision. Because, before I was only 
thinking about myself, not about others. But now, more than myself I think about others. Skool 
Sansad is nothing but like a parliament. It is just an opportunity for us to present our opinion 
on the given topics. Three of my friends from my school and other four from VIT school 
accompanied me. We all were in the Indian Republic Party. Our topic was ‘Psychology and 
Challenges of Senior India’. We studied a lot on this topic. Our mentors Laxman Sir and Pranjal 
Sir along with our Uma teacher, Nimisha teacher and Sonali teacher helped us a lot. After the 
elections three of my friends were elected as Prime Minister, Finance Minister and Cabinet 
Minister of our party. I was one of the MPs among we five. We also worked a lot on the other 
13 topics and became successful. The experience was very inspiring and remarkable for me. 
At last I would like to tell with 100% guarantee that who goes for the Skool Sansad will change 
themselves and will broaden their visions. 

                                    Ketki Shinde - Std. IX Lotus   
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  M V E M i a n s 

NEW SCHOOL 

Hi friends my name is Sajiri. I am a new . student in Mahesh Vidyalaya school .What I feel 
about the school and experience and turning points I’ll tell you. 

When it was my first day, I was so scared that how will my new school would be and the 
teachers, classmates and more! When I went I just lost scareness because the  teachers 
were very polite, kind, helpful and the school was awesome. 

In my previous school there was importance given only to studies but here is different. 
There is skating, taekwondo, new sports i.e American dodgeball, rollball .etc . you do feel 
that this means that they give importance not only to academics but sports too. There would 
be studies too but in different way . 

Mahesh Vidyalaya has a different technique of teaching . The teachers are too friendly 
with students and the main thing is that the school also organises workshops, sessions, 
projects, exhibitions, etc. the school has discipline too. Our principal Mrs  Ashwini Majumdar 
madam runs the school smoothly and in disciplined manner . 

The school organizes co-curicculam activities such as picnic, Annual gatherings, sports 
weekend ,science exhibitions etc. just to give boost to talents of the students. The school 
also celebrates several festivals and days like Independence ,Republic day , Maharashtra 
day. There are several exams ,competitions in school and the Art periods are different 
.There is Music to our school has also won many prizes in music competitions. 

           To facilitate the students with new things and learning there are science labs, 
computer labs , library ,playgrounds, skating grounds , classrooms ,educomps and more. 
This year to improve student’s vocabulary and grammar our school has organized English 
language lab. In this there are many tasks and levels. Thank you for this new school and 
good school. Principal Ashwini Mujumdar and Vice Principal Shivani Bopardikar and the 
staff are the pillars of our school. May my school shine forever.  

Sajiri Pachpute - VI Tulip 

SHIVAJI MAHARAJ an ideal ruler      

Shivaji Maharaj was a great king. He is still known for his great work. He was very intelligent, 
capable and efficient king. He always cared for his subjects. He established swaraj. He aimed 
at establishing and maintaining an independent and sovereign existence. He used to remission 
the land revenue and taxes. He had set up an efficient administration for the welfare of the 
people. He paid salaries to people for their work instead of giving jagirs, forts, gifts or fiefs. He 
worked on cleanliness also for the welfare of the people. He had ordered that the garbage on 
the fort should be burnt in an allotted space without dumping it elsewhere and vegetables 
should be grown on its ash. It becomes clear from this fact that he paid close attention to the 
minutest details while establishing Swaraj. He was not just a warrior, but also a sculpture who 
created a new, independent, ethical and cultured society. His greatness was not  only confined 
but also the quality of facing calamities bravely and fearlessly. This all shows that his greatness 
is comprehensive.  

Richa Gupta -  Std VII lotus  
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* Incredible  India * 

India is my country and. I proud to be an Indian 
.It ranks as the seventh largest country of the 
world’s well as second most populated 
country of the world .It is also known as 
Bharat, Hindustan and  Aryavart .It is a 
peninsula means surrounded by oceans from 
three sides such as Bay of Bengal in east 
,Arabian sea in west and Indian  ocean in south 
. The national animal of India is Tiger, national 
bird is Peacock, national flower is Lotus and 
national fruit is Mango. The flag of India has 
tricolor, saffron means purity [the uppermost] 
white means peace [the middle one having an 
Ashok Chakra] and green means fertility [the 
lowest one] Ashok Chakra contains equally 
divided 24 spokes. The national anthem of India 
is “Jana Gana Mana” the national song is 
“Vande Mataram” and national sport is 
Hockey .India is a country where people speak 
many languages and people of different castes 
,creeds ,religions and cultures live together 
.That’s why India is famous for common saying 
of “Unity in diversity” It is well known as the 
land of spirituality ,philosophy ,science and 
technology. 

                               Sakshi Vilas Yenpure - VIII 
Lotus 
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LEARNING THROUGH ACTIVITY  

What to say about exhibition! What an exciting day it was!   

I was a little bit nervous also, because to show our project in front of hundreds of parents is 
not a simple thing. Especially when the topic is on your own city! My topic was the famous 
and historical places of Pune. To get information about our own city was a great fun! I didn’t 
know that the Shaniwar Wada was older than I thought! Watching other’s project like 
Earthquake, ISRO rocket models, Fort, Electric ropeway, Lunar eclipse, Solar eclipse, Water 
conservation, famous and travelling places of India and much more…. So interesting to 
know! 

          The main point was we got  to learn from each project. Apart from fun, we  were  
getting information also. Our school provides such opportunities to us to enhance our 
learning experience and interest in study. 

Yash Kangude - Std VII Tulip 

IMPORTANCE OF PRESCHOOL AT EARLY AGE. 

 

As Maria Montessori says, “The goal of Early Childhood 
Education should be to activate the child’s own natural 
desire to learn.” 

Here at MVEM students learn to strengthen their social and 
emotional development. Children learn how to 
compromise, how to solve problems and be respectful. 
MVEM Nursery school provides an environment for 
students to explore, to learn patience, play with peers and 
build self-confidence. Behaviour management is a major 
part of preschool learning.  Constant interaction with 
teachers helps students find answers through exploration, 
experimentation, and conversation. Coming to MVEM also 
helps the little ones to adopt new environment away from 
home.  

At MVEM pre-math and pre-literacy skills are introduced in 
a way that is appealing to children at that age. Teachers 
read stories to encourage students’ listening, 
comprehension, and expressive language skills. Student’s 
language skills are nurtured in a classroom setting by 
introducing new vocabulary during performing art 
activities, interaction time, and other activities.  

We are one of the best schools where students learn 
through the latest technologies like Tata class edge which 
makes learning easy. Learning new skills prepare students 
for primary education. We at MVEM thus aim to provide 
holistic development of students.    
     

Indrani Joshi 
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  M V E M i a n s 

YOU DON’T HAVE THE RIGHT! 

  

The Sun is shining everywhere bright 

But for me, to succeed means to fight 

If for myself a fight. 

Oh world, don’t stop me you don’t have the right! 

  

If boys can go out half a night, 

Then why I am said to live in daylight? 

No time can be my obstacle to stop me to touch the 
height. 

Oh people, don’t stop me you don’t have the right! 

  

For boys’ success you never added any word like 
might. 

Then why you always try to pull down my kite? 

But still I will break your ropes and take a flight. 

Then I’ll fly so high that I will be out of your sight! 

  

Then all my works will themselves become right, 

And you people will be sorrowful that why you 
stopped me by your stupid fights!  

-Nishita Rajput (IX Tulip) 

  

Disadvantages of plastics   

Waste that we throw out in nature 

Will make it hard to live in the future  

Reducing, reusing and recycling is the way 

Go back plastic, come with me and say  

Using plastic  

Is going to make you sick 

Instead of using plastic bags  

Go ahead and use cloth sacks  

Carpool is the best option  

For the reducing of pollution   

Ishika Yalgude  

Std V Lotus 

TRY TRY BUT DON’T CRY  

Try Try 

I Try, you try 

We all try 

Try Try but don’t cry 

 

Say That we will always try 

And we will not cry 

But always try and 

Never lag behind 

Try Try but don’t cry 

 

Never say that I cannot do this 

You can always try and try 

You can of course do something 

And never lagging behind 

Try and go on trying 

 

-Ishika Yalgude 
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 Memories of Munnar   

        Munnar in Kerala is one of the most picturesque tea plantations in India. In my opinion 
verdant green chilli landscape on which tea is grown dreamy Falls Lake Gardens and reservoir. 
One can walk on the hilly roads of Munnar and never get tired of the views. For me the most 
attractive part about Munnar is it’s a popular destination it’s not tourist spot like Himalayan.  

         We stayed in Munnar for 3days as part of a 7 days trip in Kerala and we were wowed 
by its natural beauty, fresh air and superbly aromatic Nilgiris tea . 

          Munnar not only has the amazing tea plantation for which is famous, but Spice 
plantations and we visited one lovely cardamom plantation at Pothamedu. I walked around 
the heavenly plantation, the world that comes close to it .  

           Other than the scenic views and the natural beauty we had a Gala time shopping for 
Nilgiri teas , homemade chocolates and spices . 

            Munnar turned out to be one of the most rewarding gateways for us during our Kerala 
trip and we still spend many a Sunday afternoon talking about it hopefully . I will visit Munnar 
again soon . 

              And if you got inspired reading this you should go to Munnar. 

Smruti D. Aher - VIII Tulip 
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Jagruti sutar   std 8 

Shraddha Shetty std 8 

Yash Kangude std 7 

Savari udamale std 7 

Amog Gavali std 4 

Hiten Poonja std 4 

Niyati Datir  std  6 

Gaurav Gurav std 4 

Pranali Temghare std 4 

Lakshita Prajapati std 5 

Manasi Hagavane std 5 

Reva Gupta std 2 

Anika Aadhav std 1 

Pranay Dhotre std 1 

Abhaya Ghume std 5 

Ishika Yelgude std 5 

Annual Day Creation - 2019-20 

         It was an amazing day of our life as we were having 
our annual function was going to get reflected through our 
drawings. We were very excited and eager to perform. 

Our team of selected students from std 1st to 8th performed 
well. When we were painting, we lost in our painting 
world. It gave us immense pleasure and helped to build 
our confidence. Our drawing teachers Mrs.Vrushali 
Karambelkar and Mrs.Sapana Kudale gave this 
opportunity to us which encouraged us to learn the 
different aspects of our life. 
         Even we got an opportunity to paint pre-primary 
school wall. MVEM Art team is always ready to accept 
new challenges in future too. 
 

Jagruti Sutar- VIII Lotus 
Shraddha Shetty- VIII Lotus 

Our Artists 


